The “new” Term 2 is here! Welcome back!
As we accommodate the ever-changing landscape placed before us, your
recognition of the magnitude of change required with each announcement is greatly
appreciated.
This update will provide you with vital curriculum and reporting information, College access advice, and more.

Restricted Parent Access to College Grounds
Following information from the Department of Health, schools have been advised to manage student drop offs and pick ups
at the gate and to restrict access for parents to the school grounds. In response to this recommendation, the College has
made the following changes to gate access and supervision arrangements for Primary students:
At the beginning of the day – DROP-OFF
Mango Block gate Kindy and Pre-Primary: All Kindy and Pre-Primary (non-bus)
students will be required to use this gate to enter the College grounds. Parents/carers
will be required to leave their children with an Education Assistant who will be on
hand to receive the students and escort them to their class at 7.45am.
Main Coolibah Drive Gate Year 1 – Year 6: Students from Years 1-6 can use this
gate to access the College grounds. Year 1 and Year 2 students will be supervised
at the gate and escorted to class where required at 7.45am.
Main Gate on Mangaloo Street Year 1 – Year 6 and Bus Travellers: All bus
travellers and students from Year 1-6 can use this gate to access the College
grounds. Staff will be on hand to escort young students to class where required.
At the end of the day – PICK-UP
Mango Block gate Kindy and Pre Primary: All Kindy and Pre-Primary (non-bus)
students will be escorted to this gate and handed over to parents/carers as they arrive
at the gate (parents/carers are asked to maintain social distancing from each other
while waiting for their children).
Main Coolibah Drive Gate Year 1 – Year 6: Students from Years 1-6 can use this gate to leave the College at the end
of the day. Year 1 and Year 2 students will be supervised by class staff until parents/carers arrive for pick up
(parents/carers are asked to maintain social distancing from each other while waiting for their children).
Main Gate on Mangaloo Street Year 1 – Year 6 and Bus Travellers: All bus travellers and students from Year 1-6 can
use this gate to leave the College at the end of the day. ECE bus travellers will be escorted to the gate and supervised
until they are ready to board the bus (as is the usual process). Year 1 and Year 2 students will be supervised at the gate
until parents arrive.
Parents are encouraged to avoid picking up students from the Mangaloo Street gate due to bus congestion.

Students Learning From Home
For students learning from home during Term 2, learning materials will be accessible via CONNECT which can be
downloaded and either completed electronically or printed off to be completed by hand. For families who do not have access
to a device or the internet to access these materials via CONNECT, there will be the option for a hard copy “work pack”.

Those choosing to keep their children at home (based on the most recent survey sent out by the College asking parents
to indicate whether they were sending their child/children to school or not) from the beginning of Term 2
will have be contacted by phone today confirm their requirements for a hard copy pack (or not).
.
For those who request a work pack, these will be made available for pickup on Friday of Week 1.
Parents will be asked to collect them from an unmanned stall at the entry to the main Administration
Office. Packs will be compiled in year levels ready for collection. Parents will be asked to clean their hands with hand sanitiser
prior to collecting the work pack and there will be sanitiser available for use.
Students learning from home who do not require a hard copy work pack will be able to download the learning materials from
CONNECT. Secondary students are strongly encouraged to access CONNECT as some additional resources will be placed
on CONNECT for them to access.
Students learning via distance education at home will be required to access the
Department of Education Learning at Home website during Week 1.
A tutorial video (featuring Beth and Nathan) for accessing student emails and CONNECT
can be viewed by clicking here. Please note that the tutorial also includes access to
WebEx which will no longer be a component of the EKC Learning from Home mode.

Senior School Update
The College appreciates the uncertainty surrounding our Senior School student’s course requirements is an unsettling
feeling. Please be reassured that the College is implementing measures to adjust delivery and attainment requirements to
satisfy student needs and SCSA guidelines. Information for parents and the community can be found on the SCSA website
by clicking here. Students, teachers, parents/guardians/carers and the community should be confident that the Board of the
Authority continues to work from the premise that no student should be disadvantaged.












East Kimberley College will continue to provide students with opportunities to engage with coursework and meet
course completion requirements under the procedures described in the College’s Senior Secondary Assessment
Policy.
The Authority (SCSA) continues to work towards ATAR course examinations for 2020.
The College has the capacity to be flexible in assessing each Assessment Type. Unless otherwise advised by the
Authority in the course specific information, for 2020 the College is required to assess each Assessment Type at
least once over the year/pair of units (rather than twice over the year/pair of units).
Semester One exams will be administered for Year’s 10-12; however, they will be administered in Week 7 instead
of Week 5. The exams will be weighted as per the original Assessment Outline(s) provided for each course and
contribute towards course marks for the Semester.
Semester 1 exams for Year 9’s have been cancelled and will not be administered
While it may be highly desirable, it is unlikely that the Semester One examinations will be able to be authenticated
in an invigilated environment (students completing the exam from home). This assessment task within the
Examination Assessment Type can be removed from the Assessment Outline for these individual students or the
entire cohort at the teacher and HoLA’s discretion. The process for this accommodation will be confirmed by the
Authority later.
For Assessment Types with a collaborative, practical or outdoor component (i.e Outdoor Ed, Phys Ed Studies) please
see the course specific information on the SCSA website. Students enrolled in these specific courses will be informed
of any changes by their teacher.
If assessments are unable to be authenticated, the College will not be required to alter the Course Outline or
Assessment Outline and communicate the changes to students at this stage. It is possible we will need to update
our assessment outline and weightings provided to students at the beginning of the year at a later stage. The College
will confirm any changes with students in due course.
Externally Set Tasks (ESTs) for General and Foundation courses have been postponed until further notice.



The Principles of Assessment as outlined in the WACE Manual 2020,
continue to apply:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Assessment is an integral part of teaching and learning;
Assessment should be educative;
Assessment must be fair;
Assessment should be designed to meet its specific purpose/s;
Assessment should lead to informative reporting;
Assessment should lead to school-wide evaluation processes;
Assessment should provide significant data for improvement of teaching practices.
Workplace Learning (WPL)
 With a number of employers indicating their inability to continue providing work
placement opportunities for students, if a student cannot complete a mandatory work
placement requirement, the Authority’s VET WACE Requirements Special
Considerations process will apply. No student will be disadvantaged.
 The scheduled Week 3 WPL block for Year 11 and 12 General students has been
cancelled. The College will work towards maintaining all other WPL blocks
scheduled Term 2. A regular timetable will run at school for students unable to
access a work placement, and/or if the College is advised the authority that WPL is
not to be conducted.
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Endorsed Programs
 Should students be unable to complete the requirements, the Authority’s WACE Requirements Special
Considerations process will apply.
 Existing part-time paid employment or voluntary activities in the workplace can be used to satisfy requirements of
Authority Developed Workplace Learning (ADWPL). Students are encouraged to provide a log of their hours worked
to Libuse Dessert for accreditation. A Logbook may need to be completed for the hours to be endorsed and contribute
to the WACE.
Vocational Education and Training (VET), SBT’s & SBA’s
 The Authority is aware that a number of schools with students undertaking VET qualifications with mandated work
placements, (such as Engineering at TAFE) have been informed that employers are unable to accommodate student
placements.
 Where mandatory work placements are required, or in instances where assessments can only be conducted in the
workplace, these will need to be deferred until such time as they can be conducted.
 School-based apprenticeships and traineeships have been, and still might be, impacted as host employers limit or
cancel the access of students to work places. College staff will continue to liaise with RTO’s, parents and employers
to resume placements as soon as practicable.
 The WA Training Accreditation Council (TAC) and the Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) have released
advice to registered training organisations (RTOs) regarding the implementation of temporary measures which could
include changes to where delivery occurs, delivery modes and methods, and sequencing of training and assessment.
 The College will discuss any alternative arrangements with the relevant RTO.
 Where indicated in the unit of competency assessment requirements, simulated work environments may be used in
some instances.
 Schools/RTOs can confirm the suitability of using simulated work environments to meet assessment requirements.
 The Authority has an established VET WACE Special Considerations process which can be enacted due to
circumstances arising from RTO certification and resulting processes.

North Regional TAFE Update
We have been provided with an update from North Regional TAFE regarding TAFE
classes for Term 2. Please see below the information provided.
TAFE classes will be scheduled in the following manner for Term 2. It is important that we
keep students active and engaged with their studies to achieve their qualification. Students will be
provided theory to work on off-site. All NRT lecturers are returning on the 28th April and NR TAFE will be working with
them to look at what practical face-2-face delivery will look and complete associated risk assessments for these. Once
they have been completed and approved NR TAFE will then schedule practical assessments as appropriate when
needed. This will be completed in smaller batches ensuring NR TAFE are maintaining the rules of social distancing as
per DTWD guidelines.
Senior School students are strongly encouraged to attend school this Friday where there will be supervised areas allocated
for students to required to work on their TAFE theory independently throughout the day. Students who do not display
responsible behaviours will have their parents / guardians contacted and be asked to work from home.
If you would like your work from home on Friday’s until such time as North Regional TAFE resumes student access, please
email Libuse Dessert on Libuse.Dessert@education.wa.edu.au so we can mark their attendance accordingly.

Pre-Primary – Year 10 Update
The Western Australian Curriculum and Assessment Outline sets out the mandated curriculum, guiding principles for
teaching, learning and assessment and support for teachers in their assessment and reporting of student achievement.
Given the current situation with COVID-19, EKC teachers are in the best position to use their professional judgement to make
decisions on aspects of the curriculum that are suitable for a modified teaching and learning environment.
EKC will continue the use of formative assessments to maintain the continuity of the teaching and learning program and
authenticated assessments will be completed by students on their return to school.

Semester One Reporting Requirements
At East Kimberley College the following reporting requirements will be implemented:
Kindy – Year 9 reporting will consist of a comment only for each learning area.
Students will not be allocated a grade (A-E), nor will the ABE scale (Attitude /
Behaviour / Effort) be reported on.
Year 10-12 reporting will consist of a general comment for each course and a grade
will be allocated. Please note that the College will enact the EKC Senior School
Assessment Policy where necessary.
The College has made the decision to grade Year 10 students to assist with course
counselling and subject selection processes scheduled for Semester Two. Please note that all Senior School courses yearlong and the grade indicated on the Semester One Student Achievement Report is a “progress grade”. Students have the
remainder of the year to improve that grade for that course unit if they are currently not performing as expected.
The College will apply any required adjustments to student outcomes against the Senior School Assessment Policy from
Term 1 Week 7 onwards.

Student Stationery and Water Bottles
Students are continued to be strongly encouraged to bring their own stationery,
school bags and water bottles to school to avoid the use of shared equipment.

The Commencement of Term 2
As communicated in the previous update, East Kimberley College staff will engage in a School
Development Day on Tuesday 28 April. The beginning of Term 2 for students will therefore be Wednesday 29 April. All
students attending school as normal from the beginning of Term 2 are asked to attend their usual classroom on the first day
of Term 2.

School Bus Services
The school bus services will operate as normal as of Wednesday 29 April.

Principal’s Words
As you may be aware, the Prime Minister and Premier have made further statements over the course
of the past week. Most recently, the National Cabinet agreed with the updated Australian Health
Protection Principal Committee (AHPPC) advice on schools. The AHPPC does not believe the “venue
density rule” of no more than one person per four square metre is appropriate or practical in classrooms, nor maintaining 1.5
metre between students during classroom activities. As a result of this, it will be business as usual in classrooms at EKC
from Day 1 Term 2. Further to this, the Premier has announced gatherings of up to 10 people, both inside and outside are
now permitted.
With no reported cases of COVID-19 in Kununurra for almost three weeks and no active cases currently in the Kimberley,
we expect student numbers to progressively increase over the next few weeks. The survey we distributed to you at the end
of the first week of the break has provided valuable information and we are expecting solid numbers returning as of
Wednesday.
Some have predicted the commencement of Term 2 will bring chaos and disorder, however, I am confident that will not be
the case at EKC as staff return with a flexible mindset and all the information they need to ensure the smoothest start
possible. In addition to the information provided in the updates distributed during the break, staff will be receiving further
communication to assist them to commence the term as confidently as possible during our School Development Day on
Tuesday.
While COVID-19 has predominately been our focus for some weeks now, the College has remained
committed to confidently advancing towards becoming an Independent Public School (IPS) and has
continued to engage in the required development program behind the scenes. A vital element of the
process is receiving your feedback. The following link https://www.schoolsurvey.edu.au/s/g7SHJnbh will
take you to a survey that provides you with the opportunity to share your thoughts about the operation
of East Kimberley College. You will be required to enter the following code in order to access the survey
- v8vGtq22. We thank you in anticipation for your feedback.
We are looking forward to welcoming students back on Wednesday, and as we prepare our minds for the work ahead we
are being guided by this quote:
“The beginning is the most important part of the work”.
~ Plato ~

Kate Wilson
Principal

